Get ready to concoct cool chemistry creations, formulate new
physics ideas, engineer solutions to problems, investigate how your
own body works, and best of all, learn some really cool science
magic tricks to play on your siblings or wow your relatives at the
family reunion. You’ll uncover the mysterious world of microbes,
make “gassy” putty, build a working lung model, participate in an
engineering challenge, compete in a bristle-bot race and
experiment with vanishing ink!
JULY 12 - 16: LOOSE IN THE LAB
AGES 7-11
9AM-12PM
$229

Science Explorers has compiled our favorite camp experiments into
this week-long science adventure! Make a groovy lava lamp test
tube, mix up chemical reactions, erupt a volcano, make chalkboard
and fluffy slime, build a solar oven to make treats, launch
pompoms with your own catapult, create your own motorized
invention, make a foaming “matter monster”, and go on a fossil dig.

REGISTER AT:
SCIENCEEXPLORERS.COM OR CALL 610-816-5047

Explore the mysterious realms of sea and space as you enter the
exciting worlds of marine biology and astronomy! Dive in and
examine weird wonders of the sea, observe the anatomy of a real
fish and learn the ancient technique of gyotaku or “fish rubbing”,
and discover the ocean’s living fossils. Then blast off to discovering
space and stars as you make an out-of-this-world solar system
model, prepare for lift-off as you build and launch your own stomp
rocket while learning about Newton’s Laws of Motion, complete a
mission to the Moon, and design and build a space capsule that will
safely bring your “eggstronaut” in for a landing.
JULY 26 - 30: JR. EXPLORERS
AGES 4-6
9AM-12PM
$229

Jr. scientists will get loose in the lab exploring awesome hands-on
science! They'll investigate their way through different states of
matter, create foaming, fizzing reactions, make a rainbow test
tube, concoct glowing slime, mix up the best bubble solution ever,
go on a fossil safari, and erupt their own volcano.

REGISTER AT:
SCIENCEEXPLORERS.COM OR CALL 610-816-5047

